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theoretic interest, was for a second chamber of about 350 'Lords
of Parliament5. Of these 100 were to be elected by the hereditary
peers from among those of their number possessing certain
scheduled qualifications; 120 were to be chosen by M.P.s—
grouped for the purpose into electoral colleges on a regional
basis; and i oo were to be nominated by the Crown on the recom-
mendation of the government in proportion to the strength of
parties in the house of commons. The balance would be made up
by Princes of the Blood, a diminished episcopal bench, and law
lords. All the first three classes were to be appointed for twelve
years, subject to triennial retirements. The scheme marked an
advance as being the first to provide serious representation in
the second chamber for other parties than the conservative. But
that party would still on Lord Lansdowne's own calculation
have retained a small majority there in 1911, although there was
one of 126 against it in the house of commons. The house of
lords passed the second reading without a division, but with
every sign of a general disapproval; to which two dukes and
half a dozen other peers gave particular expression.
On 23 May the Parliament Bill reached the house of lords.
Lord Crewe, who till March had led the small liberal party there
with much ability, was temporarily invalided by overstrain.
The bill was piloted by the veteran Lord Morley, who in the
previous year had retired from the Indian secretaryship and
become lord president of the council. Over six weeks, only
broken by a brief interval for the king's coronation, the lords
debated it, passing a long series of amendments in the committee
stage, which lasted till 6 July. Their policy was not to reject,
but to send it back to the commons transformed.
Nobody, however, expected that the commons would accept
the changes, and the question of ultimate surrender was only
postponed. If Lord Lansdowne thought to ease it by delay, he
misreckonfcd. In June a 'no surrender* movement was started
among the peers. Its first mover, Lord Willoughby de Broke,
was a young man better known in hunting circles than in
politics; but he was speedily joined by the veteran ex-lord
chancellor, the earl of Halsbury, then 84 years of age, with the
prestige of a great judge, though in politics he had always been
a narrow and bitter partisan. On the third reading of the bill
in the lords (20 July), these two made speeches breathing ulti-
mate defiance; and the applause with which they were received

